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1. Boo! Don’t scare easily because then you’ll go into reactive mode.
In other words, look in your closet before you run out and buy another Wonder Woman costume. 
When you fall into reactive mode, it’s easy to recreate the wheel because you’re too busy 
“doing.” First, think! Do you already have a plan, messaging or content in place that will 
give you the foundation you need? If you use what exists to get started, then you’ll save 
time and have more creative juices left to add the flourishes that will make your new  
communication more memorable.

2. Don’t say blah, blah, blah. 
Only vampires like that! All of our research says that people respond to messages that sound 
like they come from people. When you’re crafting messages, act as if you’re saying them to 
someone sitting across from you. Or, as if you’re passing someone in the hallway because that’s 
how quickly many messages are shared these days. Ask yourself: “Would I really say that?” 
Really? Simple and straightforward messaging saves everyone time during peak seasons.

3. Don’t rely on the headless horseman to cascade information. 
In this case, we’re saying the headless horseman is any cascading system that doesn’t work. 
The best way to communicate is face to face, but if you can’t do that, make sure you have 
a cascading system where managers can forward information and then circle back with their 
teams to discuss it later. Otherwise, information becomes stale and inaccurate, and that 
means the valuable time used to create these communications goes to waste.

4. Don’t be the grim reaper again – that’s no fun! 
We saw a man walk by our office dressed as an ostrich the other day – and you can bet we 
were like, “What??” We know that “fun” isn’t appropriate for every topic, but when we 
perform client focus groups, the messaging and visuals that stand out and get people talking 
are the ones that are different and more fun than what they’ve heard and seen before. 
Getting employees’ attention the first time saves valuable communications time and effort. 
Wherever you are now in the fun spectrum, kick it up a notch. On the other hand, if you 
are so funny that you’re cracking yourself up, maybe pull it back a notch!
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